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The Global Militarization Index 2020
placed Armenia as the second most
militarised nation, following Israel. The
GMI measures a range of factors including:
military spending vs. GDP; military forces
vs. number of physicians; and the overall
number of heavy weapons per head of
population. Azerbaijan defeated Armenia in
armed conflict in 2020. Joanna Frew
examines what happened in this excerpt
from On the Edge.

I

Armenia, Azerbaijan 

and NagornoKarabakh

Azerbaijan and Armenia have been locked

in conflict over NagornoKarabakh since

the dissolution of the Soviet Union.

NagornoKarabakh was an Autonomous

Oblast, set up by the USSR to give some

level of autonomy to the almost entirely

Armenian population of this region that sits

within Azerbaijan. However, as the Soviet

Union collapsed, Azerbaijan brought

NagornoKarabakh under its administrative

authority, sparking a violent backlash. In

December 1991, 99.89% of the population

of NagornoKarabakh voted for complete

independence from Azerbaijan and the

Artsakh republic was established,

supported by Armenia. Heavy fighting

broke out killing approximately 30,000 and

displacing hundreds of thousands. War

continued until May 1994, when a ceasefire

was brokered by Russia. No political

settlement was reached and Armenia

occupied part of Azerbaijan west of

NagornoKarabakh, so that Nagorno

Karabakh effectively ran along the border

of Armenia.1
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Substantial breaches of the ceasefire have occurred periodically,

particularly since 2014, culminating in an outbreak of violence in April

2016 that became known as the ‘Four Day War’. This serious upturn in

violence saw clashes along the Line of Contact (LoC), the border area

between Artsakh Defence Forces and the Azeri military, with upwards of

200 fatalities.2 After 4 days a ceasefire was announced but violence

continued throughout April. The media in Azerbaijan claimed a victory, or

at least a turning of the tide after their territorial losses in 1994.3

Over the summer and autumn of 2020, the most deadly fighting between

Armenia and Azerbaijan since 1994 broke out. In midJuly crossborder

attacks began in a northern corner of the Line of Control. Clashes

continued in the area up until 18th July when at least 16 soldiers and one

civilian were killed.4 However, heavy fighting restarted in September

lasting six weeks, until a Moscowbrokered peace deal was signed on 10th

November.5 The deal has been hailed in Azerbaijan as a victory and met in

Armenia with angry protests that aimed to oust the president for being a

“traitor.”6 Much of the land occupied by Armenia has been returned to

Azerbaijan, although a land corridor – the Lachin Corridor – will be

retained for access between Armenia and NagornoKarabakh. Amid claims

from both sides of deliberate targeting of civilian areas, it is said that
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around 2,000 – 4,000 soldiers and civilians were killed, and thousands

more wounded.7 Russia has sent 2,000 peacekeeping troops and Turkey

will deploy troops to a monitoring and observation post in Azerbaijan.

President Putin has also indicated that much of the monitoring along the

LoC will be carried out by drones.8

Armenia and Azerbaijan are both highly militarised due to the deep

mistrust as a result of the NagornoKarabakh dispute. Both have

historically purchased most of their weaponry from Russia and have

sought to modernise their armed forces since arms embargo restrictions

were loosened in 2002.9 Azerbaijan has developed strong military

industrial links with Israel and is also supported today by Turkey. Armenia,

on the other hand, continues to rely on Russia and other members of the

Collective Security and Treaty Organisation (CSTO) whilst developing

indigenous capacity and supporting the Artsakh Republic in its own

manufacturing.

The use of drones in the NagornoKarabakh conflict 

The rise in tensions in 2014 was, in part, attributed to the use of drones, as

well as heavy weaponry since both were used in “probes testing the

porosity of the LoC … [resulting in] more civilian casualties.”10 Two years

later, drones were a distinct feature of the FourDay War, and it is said that

this was the first interstate conflict in which drones were deployed on

specific combat missions: both surveillance and reconnaissance, and as

targeting support for ground attacks.11 It was also the first time loitering

munitions were used in combat in an interstate conflict, notably when

Azerbaijan used a Harop to kill a busload of Armenian volunteers en route

to the LoC.12 Azerbaijan downed one Armenian drone during the FourDay

War and two in the following weeks, while Armenia claimed to have shot

down 10 Azeri drones, although only 2 of these cases were confirmed.13

The use of drones and loitering munitions was also a major component

of the renewed fighting between Armenia and Azerbaijan in 2020, with

some commentators dubbing it the ‘South Caucasus Drone War’.14 In early

clashes in July, Armenia said that drones – properly, loitering munitions –

were used by Azerbaijan to attack civilian targets in Berd and their armed

forces claimed to have shot down at least 13 of Azerbaijan’s drones and

loitering munitions.15 The Armenian military displayed these wreckages at

a press conference on 21st July.16

Although the situation calmed down in August, violence again escalated

towards the end of September. By 28th September, Azerbaijan claimed to

have shot down 18 Armenian drones, and Armenia 27 Azeri drones, among
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other claims of losses inflicted.17 These are likely inflated claims for 3 days

of fighting, and the online propaganda battles make deciphering what

exactly happened a challenge. None the less, it is clear that although

Armenia has previously had the upper hand in fighting over Nagorno

Karabakh, in 2020 the Azeri use of intelligence, surveillance and

reconnaissance drones (ISR), strike drones and loitering munitions gave

them advantages that enabled disruption to Armenian supply lines, depots

and outposts deep inside Armenian controlled territory.18

During the renewed fighting Turkey publicly backed Azerbaijan and, in

July 2020, reports began to circulate that Turkish military assistance to

Azerbaijan included Bayraktar TB2 armed drones.19 Bayraktar TB2s

have made their way in to various conflicts around the world and the

Turkish government is clearly pushing them for export. The details of a

deal with Azerbaijan are still somewhat opaque and exact capacity remains

unconfirmed. 

In September 2020 the Azeri military began to release footage of strikes,

in which the screen matched previously released videos from Turkish TB

2 missions.20 In October, Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev told an

interviewer on a Turkish news channel that, “thanks to advanced Turkish

drones owned by the Azerbaijan military, our casualties on the front

shrank.”21 This was assumed to refer to the armed TB2. Two weeks later

on 19th Oct, the Artsakh Defence Army displayed the wreckage of a TB

2 that it claimed to have shot down after an air defence unit spotted several

flying over their positions in the Karabakh.22

Russian press also released information from its armed forces that
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electronic warfare (EW) equipment had been used to jam and down nine

TB2 drones around the same time. However, Russian forces stated that

these drones were near one of its military bases in Armenia, far from the

Line of Contact and much closer to the Turkish border.23 Considering that

the Bayraktar has a maximum range of 150km, this then raises questions

as to where the drones were operated from and indeed, whether it was

Turkey or Azerbaijan who were operating them throughout the fighting.

For drones to become fully operational within the Azerbaijan military it

would seem to be an exceedingly quick turnaround from a possible deal to

fully operational systems. At the time of writing these questions are still

unanswered. 

Moreover, to add to the uncertainty, Turkey and Azerbaijan struck a

credit deal for 200m Turkish lira in June that the Azeri defence ministry

can spend on purchasing Turkish military equipment, and it was reported

that this would primarily go towards the acquisition of the Baykar’s Akinci

drone, currently undergoing flight tests.24 The only thing that is certain, so

far, is that the Bayraktar TB2 drone appears to have been used extensively

in the recent NagornoKarabakh conflict and provided Azerbaijan with an

advantage.

Speculation about acquisitions aside, Azerbaijan also has a close

militaryindustrial relationship with Israel, from whom they have

purchased numerous drones and loitering munitions. In 2008 a contract

was signed with Aeronautics Defence Systems for the Aerostar drone,

amongst other missile and defence systems. This relationship continued
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apace with the sale of surfacetoair missile systems, loitering munitions

and larger surveillance drones between 2020 – 2017.25 However, Azeri

acquisitions took a setback in 2017 in a wellpublicised incident. The

Aeronautics Orbiter1k loitering munition was being tested in Azerbaijan

in August 2017 and Azeri officials requested it to be test fired at an

Armenian military position.26 When the operators refused, the request was

carried out by senior representatives of Aeronautics and when it was

reported, the Israeli Defence Ministry suspended all sales and advertising

of military equipment to Azerbaijan, pending an investigation. After a

yearlong investigation, the company was charged with violating Israeli

export control law and the ban on exports remained in place for over a year

but was lifted in January 2019.27 Ultimately, this does not seem to have

dented the militaryindustrial relationship between Israel and Azerbaijan,

since Azerbaijan’s 2018 defence budget included costs for developing a

version of the Orbiter1K under licence, the Zarba1K, as well as other

indigenous drones. 

Armenia, on the other hand, remains almost wholly dependent on

Russia for arms imports. It is not listed as having any other significant

suppliers in the SIPRI arms transfer databases.28 However, reports from

ArmHiTech, the Armenian international defence exhibition, suggest that

some European and Chinese firms are making inroads in the Armenian

market. It also claims that Armenia is selfsufficient in “light weapons,

optoelectrics and drones.” The report says a loitering munition, among

other models of small drones, was on display at the fair in 2018.29 This

loitering munition, part of the ‘Krunk’ series of Armenian drones, is likely

what has been referred to when commentators have said Armenia has used

a “strike drone” in the recent violence.30

Moreover, the Artsakh Republic, claims Armenian Radio, produces its

own loitering munition. A report states that, “trials have been successfully

completed,” and the loitering munitions will be ready for mass production

in the “coming months.”31

The escalating use of armed drones, loitering munitions, and

surveillance drones to support targeting was a hugely significant factor in

this renewed violence, the most severe since 1994, and drones are clearly

playing a role in the ability of the Azeri military in particular to extend its

reach in conducting a violent campaign in NagornoKarabakh.
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II

Multiplying Risks
On 19 November 2020, the British Prime Minister, Boris Johnson,
addressed the House of Commons on the then forthcoming ‘Integrated
Review’ into defence, security, foreign and diplomatic policy. His
announcements heralded an intensification of new technologies with
warfighting aims. They also herald an intensification of risk [see
Spokesman 141]. He said:

“... For decades, British Governments have trimmed and cheesepared our
defence budget. If we go on like this, we risk waking up to discover that our
armed forces — the pride of Britain — have fallen below the minimum
threshold of viability, and, once lost, they can never be regained. That outcome
would not only be craven; it would jeopardise the security of the British
people, amounting to a dereliction of duty for any Prime Minister.

... [E]xtending British influence requires a onceinageneration
modernisation of our armed forces, and now is the right time to press ahead,
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because emerging technologies, visible on the horizon, will make the returns
from defence investment infinitely greater. We have a chance to break free from
the vicious circle whereby we ordered ever decreasing numbers of ever more
expensive items of military hardware, squandering billions along the way. The
latest advances will multiply the fighting power of every warship, aircraft and
infantry unit many times over, and the prizes will go to the swiftest and most
agile nations, not necessarily the biggest. We can achieve as much as British
ingenuity and expertise allow.

We will need to act speedily to remove or reduce less relevant capabilities.
This will allow our new investment to be focused on the technologies that will
revolutionise warfare, forging our military assets into a single network
designed to overcome the enemy. A soldier in hostile territory will be alerted
to a distant ambush by sensors on satellites or drones, instantly transmitting a
warning, using artificial intelligence to devise the optimal response and
offering an array of options, from summoning an airstrike to ordering a
swarm attack by drones, or paralysing the enemy with cyberweapons. New
advances will surmount the old limits of logistics. Our warships and combat
vehicles will carry ‘directed energy weapons’, destroying targets with
inexhaustible lasers. For them, the phrase ‘out of ammunition’ will become
redundant.

Nations are racing to master this new doctrine of warfare, and our
investment is designed to place Britain among the winners.”

In his oral statement on the subsequent ‘Defence Command Paper’
Secretary of State for Defence, Ben Wallace, announced the procurement
of new drone capabilities, amongst other new technologies, in the
following terms: 

“It would ... endanger our people if we simply wielded a sword of cuts, slicing
away the battleproven on the promise of novelty, without regard for what is left
behind. Old capabilities are not necessarily redundant, just as new
technologies are not always relevant – we must employ both ‘sword’ and
‘shield’.”

Are the new Protector drones a ‘sword’ or a ‘shield’? Who will be the
victims of their enhanced capabilities? Who will be protected? Drone Wars
investigate the issues in the following excerpt.
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This briefing provides a critical overview of the UK’s next generation

armed drone/unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), Protector, beginning by

considering the reasons behind its acquisition and its core capabilities. The

briefing then reviews some of the key issues involved in the programme,

focusing on the associated costs, benefits and risks, and then on the ethical,

legal, human rights and safety concerns involved in the decision to allow

Protector to fly in UK airspace. Given the significant controversies around

the UK’s armed drones programme, all these aspects need to be subject to

public and parliamentary discussion now, so prudent decisions can be

made.

What is Protector?

• Former Prime Minister David Cameron announced in October 

2015 that the UK’s then 10 Reaper drones would be replaced by a 

fleet of up to 26 new armed drones. This new aircraft, which is 

named SkyGuardian by its US manufacturer, General Atomics, 

has been renamed ‘Protector’ by the UK, apparently for public 

relations reasons.1 The announcement claimed that Protector was 

needed, “in order to equip UK intelligence agencies and British 

armed forces with the capabilities they need to keep the streets of 

Britain safe.” In addition to the increase in the size of the fleet, 

Protector will also have “a greater range and endurance”, and

be “autonomy enabled”, thus “substantially enhancing the UK’s 

global Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) 

capability.”2

• The government is rapidly pushing ahead with plans to enable 
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large UAVs—including Protector—to fly freely within UK 

airspace as part of its ambitious Airspace Modernisation Strategy.3

The UK’s currently operational Reapers are scheduled to be 

withdrawn from service in the mid2020s. The first of an initial 

batch of 16 Protector deliveries is scheduled to begin between 

2021 and 2024 to ensure what the Ministry of Defence (MoD) 

calls a “seamless transition” from Reaper.4

• According to General Atomics, following initial testing, the first 

Protector drone (UK1) will be delivered to the MoD in the 

summer of 2021, “but will remain in the US to complete the Royal

Air Force’s test and evaluation program.”5 A General Atomics

owned SkyGuardian, on which Protector is based, will be shipped 

to the UK in summer 2021 to enable “capability demonstrations” 

and participation in a maritime exercise.6

• Protector is set to enter service with the RAF in mid2024, and 

currently has an operational end date of 2038. Protector will need 

to be flown in segregated airspace in the UK during its ‘initial 

operating capability’, which is set to begin in late 2023. By the 

time Protector reaches its ‘full operational capability’, which is 

slated to happen in October 2025, the MoD hope that onboard 

technology enabling Protector to safely detect and avoid other air 

users will have been approved.7

• Key upgraded capabilities of Protector over Reaper include: the 

ability to fly for up to 40 hours; a 50% payload increase over 

Reaper so it “can carry an even more deadly mix of sensors and 

weapons”; the ability to use the UK’s Skynet satellite system for 

communication; and the capability to take off and land 

automatically via satellite.8 The MoD’s intention is that “UK and

global operations” for Protector will “be the norm” with the 

aircraft able to “selfdeploy, rather than being ferried to an 

emerging area of operations”.9

• Unlike Reaper, Protector has been built to international 

airworthiness standards. This is because the MoD’s overall goal is 

for Protector to be integrated into national and international 

airspace so that segregation is unnecessary. The MoD are keen for 

Protector to be certified by airspace regulators so it can be used 

over the UK and its waters as well as for NATO intelligence

gathering missions in eastern Europe, and beyond.10 Proponents

of Protector see its successful integration into nonsegregated 

airspace as an opportunity for the UK to take the lead globally in 

18
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the use of beyond visual lineofsight (BVLOS) unmanned aircraft

and enabling the development of military, government and 

commercial uses of unmanned aerial vehicles.

• Allowing Protector to be flown within British airspace would 

allow the UK to establish a training school for its own personnel. 

This opens the possibility that other nations now acquiring large 

military UAVs could utilise such training facilities since there is a 

shortage of space on the US Air Force’s training courses for 

operators of armed drones.11 The RAF’s own aircrew will be 

trained to use Protector from 2022 until 2023 in the US whilst the

UK’s  training infrastructure is developed.12

Unanswered questions

The UK’s potential acquisition and deployment of Protector raises

significant questions and concerns across several areas which Drone Wars

UK will continue to examine. We urge parliamentarians, the public and

civil society groups to join us in scrutinising this issue. It is vital that

questions are raised so that the full costs and risks of this programme can

be weighed against the alleged benefits, and to promote openness,

transparency and accountability in relation to government policy on the

use of armed drones.

dronewars.net
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▲Sign    on the gates of RAF Waddington, the centre
of military drone operations in the UK. 
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